Zoll-Dental’s New ZSoft® Colors!

Zoll-Dental introduces our Z-Soft® Color handle series. Offered in 6 colors the Z-Soft® combines the comfort of silicone with the durability of stainless steel. Fully re-tippable the Z-Soft® Color is the handle for you!

Z-Soft® Colors! Blue, Orange, Purple, Yellow, Pink, Green
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Zoll-Dental now offers two kits of assorted color-coded rings to easily identify your periodontal instruments. There are two kits available: standard rings (for CS105 handles), and medium rings (for CS108 & CS106 handles). The small and medium kits contain 25 pieces each of 12 different colors (Black, Gray, White, Violet, Orange, Teal, Yellow, Pink, Blue, Red, Green, & Brown). All rings are sorted by color in a plastic, sectioned box.

Implant Scaling Kit

This kit contains four plastic scalers and a specialized one-of-a-kind stone to sharpen these plastic instruments for the best plastic implant scaling system available. Made from a unique resharpenable plastic these scalers will last a long time as they help you gently clean implants without scratching them. Instruments included in the kit are a Gracey 5/6, Gracey 11/12, Gracey 13/14 and Columbia 13/14. Instruments are available singly after initial kit purchase.

- Kit Price: $140.90
- Refill Instruments: $34.30
- Refill Stones: $34.30

The sharpening stone in this kit is made specifically to sharpen plastic. Do not use on metal.